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ITS is changing the way the transport industry solves
the problems we’re all facing. The government’s
Spring Budget set out a £150 million innovation
strategy to harness new technology – including
driverless car trials and wirelessly connected vehicles.

Maintenance is the lifeblood of the UK’s road network
and economy. The increase by 50% to a total of
£61 billion for capital funding of transport projects
AND the £15 billion Road Investment Strategy are
great news for the highways industry.
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A SMARTER
NETWORK

MAINTENANCE
MATTERS

So what better place to keep on top of the
latest innovations, such as SCOOT, intelligent
road studs and driverless technology, than in
Highways SIB’s ‘Smarter network’ zone?

In the Highways SIB ‘Maintenance
matters’ zone you’ll witness the latest
award-winning, sustainable and cost-saving
solutions – all up close and personal.

www.SIB.UK.NET
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The IHE Winter
Maintenance
Handbook
Founded in 1965, the IHE is
the premier professional body
representing engineers working
in the highway and traffic
engineering sector.
We’ve been registering engineers
and technicians with the
Engineering Council since 1972
and accrediting academic courses
since 1989.
We’re proud of our long history
and providing our members
with 40 plus years of highways
experience.

Winter services operations play an important role in
ensuring that highway networks are safe and available
during adverse weather conditions.
In a period where highway authorities have less money
to spend, but public expectation of the services they are
responsible for remains high, it is necessary to ensure that
any activity associated with winter is carefully managed.
The main purpose of this handbook is to provide a quick
and easy reference guide to help anyone involved in winter
service operations to fully appreciate the range of issues
they need to be aware of and to offer guidance from several
areas of the highways industry in delivering the most
appropriate response.
The narrative of this handbook is taken from the IHE’s
Professional Certificate for Winter Services Decision Makers
and Managers which is recognised in codes of practice as
the benchmark qualification in this area.

Published in April 2016
© Highways Magazine

The Institute of Highway Engineers
(IHE)
De Morgan House
58 Russell Square
London WC1B 4HS
Tel: 020 7436 7487
Fax: 020 7436 7488
Email: secretary@theihe.org

Thanks must be extended to everyone who has contributed
to the document, particularly those on the IHE steering
group, as without their efforts the publication of this
handbook would not have been possible.

Richard Hayes
Chief Executive
IHE
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Winter maintenance uncovered
In recent years there has been a significant increase in the effects of winter conditions
to the travelling public and their ability to undertake their normal functions during
periods of adverse weather. The cost to the UK of the disruption caused can be
significant and highway authorities and others need to ensure that their responses
and arrangements are being provided to the highest professional standards.
Whilst conditions can vary
significantly across the United
Kingdom there are a large number
of common skills and tasks that
need to be undertaken by highway
professionals and therefore
the proposal to execute an IHE
professional certificate in winter
services will allow these core
competencies to be assessed and
certified to the required standards.

Background
The National Winter Services Research
Group (NWSRG) and the Institute
of Highway Engineers (IHE) have
combined to consider the extent of
a qualification for winter services
decision makers.
The working group considered current
training arrangements and industry
standards and concluded that a
professional certificate, similar to
those which exist for development
management and traffic signal design,
provided by the IHE, would be a
practical and academically challenging
method of setting appropriate
competency standards for winter
services decision makers.

Becoming a
winter services
professional
Training and
certifying winter
services practitioners
Winter services is
assuming greater
professional and political
significance in ensuring
highway networks are
available and safe for
use at all times. There
is now a structured
training course
delivering the skills and information
required to become a winter services
professional. In addition there will
also be a professional certificate to
allow practitioners to confirm the
achievements and competency of
individuals dealing with winter services.
The training is designed for staff
responsible for winter services policy
and decision making, primarily in
highway authorities and contractors.
It may also lead to an Incorporated
Engineer (I.Eng) registration with the
Engineering Council.

Employers can be confident that
holders of the IHE professional
certificate are qualified practitioners
and thus holders of the certificate can
enjoy an advantage in the jobs market.
The professional certificate will be
recommended in the Codes of Good
Practice for Highway Maintenance
(Well-maintained Highways) as an
acceptable level of competence for
winter services decision makers.
The training programme has been
developed by members of the National
Winter Services Research Group
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(NWSRG) and the IHE. A unique feature
of the certificate is that learning is
assessed by examination, scenario
training and assignments ensuring
that successful candidates have fully
developed the necessary skills to
be able to make the most informed
decisions in winter situations.
IHE, NWSRG and UK Roads Board have
developed a scheme to create national
standards for winter services training
and competency assessment to assist
and complement advice given in the
UK Roads Board publication Code
of Practice for Highway Maintenance
Management, Well Maintained Highways.

Objectives
èT
 o create benchmark learning
outcomes for UK winter services
decision makers training
èT
 o create a learning and
competence framework up to
Incorporated Engineer level
èT
 o create benchmark standards for
the assessment of decision makers
competence

è IHE will expect that its Winter
Services Group will provide and
monitor all the technical input
è IHE will commission appropriate
providers to deliver the full
course. The course is for
professionals working in highway
maintenance responsible for
winter services policy and
operations. It is at engineer
level, level 4/5 in the National
Qualifications Framework.
The training course may be held as a
four day block, 2x2 day block or over
five one-day sessions held within a
reasonable interval. Each session is
approximately 7.5 hours duration.
Candidates are expected to complete
all sessions.

Programme
First session
Highway law and policy
Winter record keeping
Second session
Use of plant and equipment

èT
 o identify procedures for the
management, monitoring and audit
of the scheme.

Response to snow events

This report includes core competencies,
training and assessment processes and
auditing of the scheme, which the IHE
will be responsible for administering
and approving.

Third session

The training programme

Monitoring weather conditions

IHE are providing training events in
winter services competency as follows:

Winter communications (including
media management)
Road meteorology
Fourth session
Decision making
Assessment of candidates

èA
 30-hour technical training course
with individual sessions and end of
course assessment

On successfully completing the
course candidates will be awarded a
course attendance certificate.

è IHE will administer the training and
will source all appropriate training
providers

On successful completion of the
professional certificate the candidate
will be able to:

èD
 emonstrate an understanding of
the legal requirement of winter
services. Interpret the legal aspects
and principles of service provision
and demonstrate the application of
these legal issues in winter services
decision making
èD
 escribe the relevance of
maintaining good records of
decision making and activities
in providing a legal defence and
present evidence of such winter
records used in requests for
information and/or liability claims
èD
 escribe appropriate plant and
equipment, including issues
that might affect their effective
deployment, explain measurement,
calibration and operating processes
and illustrate correct use
èD
 emonstrate an understanding of
snow clearance, both strategically
and through implementation and
how a severe weather response is
managed. Give examples of snow
emergencies and cooperation with
other partner bodies
èD
 escribe the various methods and
importance of communication of
winter information and advice to the
public and others, present examples
and demonstrate effectiveness
è Identify methods of weather
forecasting relating to winter
services, interpret forecast
information and explain how these
affect road conditions
èR
 ecognise changes in road weather
information, interpret data and
select and apply appropriate
response to varying situations
èD
 escribe decision making tools,
interpret information received
and demonstrate application in
practical situations.

Courses are arranged to be held across the United Kingdom and further information can be obtained from the IHE, Russell
Square, London, WC1B 4HS or by emailing events@theihe.org or telephoning Cherrie on 0203 0732633.
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Preparing for winter
The opening article in the Institute of Highway Engineers (IHE) Winter Maintenance
Handbook relates to the delivery of winter maintenance services throughout the UK.
It considers the legal responsibilities for local highway authorities and how advice
and guidance is available to support them in undertaking their statutory duties
There is throughout the United
Kingdom, a qualified duty to
undertake winter maintenance. The
duty arises from different pieces of
legislation depending on location.
Highway authorities in England and
Wales have a duty “to ensure, so far
as is reasonably practicable, that
safe passage along a highway is not
endangered by snow or ice” (Highways
Act 1980, Section A1 (TA) as modified
by Section 111 of the Railways and
Transport Act 2003). In addition
Section 150 of the Highways Act 1980
imposes a duty upon authorities to
remove an obstruction resulting from
the accumulation of snow.
In Scotland, statutory responsibilities
are defined by Section 34 of the Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984, which requires
that “a road authority shall take such
steps as it considers reasonable to
prevent snow and ice endangering
the safe passage of pedestrians and
vehicles over public roads.”
In Northern Ireland the Roads (NI)
Order 1993 SI 1993/3160 (NISI)
provides, in Article 10, a duty for the
Department of Regional Development
to “remove snow, soil, etc, which
has fallen on a road.” Section 9 of
the Order also enables the authority
to “take such action as it considers
reasonable to prevent snow or ice
interfering with the safe passage of
persons and vehicles using the road.”
Given this duty the industry has
developed a best practice guide
which is accepted by the courts as
the standard to be adopted or any
variations qualified by the authorities
themselves.
The Code of Practice for Highway
Maintenance Management: Well
maintained Highways (COP) and other
guidance issued by the Roads Liaison
Group of the UK Roads Board gives
the lead for winter service policy and
operations. The COP reflects many
years of operational practice and
current issues and problems and is
regarded as a benchmark by which
authorities will be assessed by both the
general public and the courts should
disputes occur.
In particular, Section 13 of the COP
relates to winter services and how
authorities should undertake their legal
duties, winter policies and procedures.

The COP states: “Given the scale of
financial and other resources involved
in delivering the winter service it is
not reasonable either to: Provide the
service on all parts of the network
and ensure running surfaces are kept
free of ice or snow at all times, even
on the treated parts of the network”
(WMH 13.1.9).
WMH also states: “Authorities should
develop service standards for winter
service which defines the overall
winter period, the core winter period,
the level of resilience and treatment
networks. These policies and service
standards should be developed as
far as reasonably possible with users
and key stakeholders and should
also be based on a risk assessment
to define the scope of the service”
(WMH 13.2.3 & 4).
There are given levels of response
which should form part of the local
policy and plan:

Primary salting network
This is the highest level of winter
service and this network will be
treated whenever snow, frost or ice
is forecast, even for short periods
overnight, to mitigate the effects of
this hazard. However even at this level
the highway can never be guaranteed
to be free from a winter hazard.

Secondary salting network
This network extends the primary
salting network in conditions where
prolonged periods of ice and snow
are expected, generally a minimum
of 24 hours. The treatment will be
in advance of the freezing wherever
possible.

Snow plan
This will be implemented in part
of all the county when snow or ice
is expected to cause widespread
disruption to travel and seeks to
restore a highway network on a
priority basis starting with the primary
and secondary networks but then
extending into other parts of the
highway based on need.

Resilience network
This is a network that will be treated
as a minimal network when resources
are scarce, for example salt, fuel
or personnel.
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Self-help
This is a network of local locations
where individuals or groups wish to
treat parts of the highway in more
extreme conditions to aid local mobility,
at locations which are locally important.

Meeting requirements
In addition to these levels there are
other responses undertaken by the
authority. In severe winter weather
situations the authority will use
care helplines to try and provide an
appropriate response, particularly to
the vulnerable, to ensure that basic
needs can be met. This includes the
requirements for medication and
other essential concerns and will be
in the form of a response that does
not require a remote highway to
be treated, for example engaging
4x4 transport volunteers. Local
communities are also encouraged to
develop plans to ensure the elderly and
vulnerable are adequately cared for in
emergency situations.
One suggested route to establishing
priorities based on the principles
of WMH and developing local
arrangements is through a risk analysis
of the winter service.
Risk is considered in terms of likelihood
or probability and impact or severity.
The likelihood has been considered as

For full details of upcoming courses
please contact the IHE, Russell
Square, London, WC1B 4HS or
via email at events@theihe.org.
Alternatively you can call Cherrie
on 0203 0732633.

that of having an injury on part of the
untreated network as opposed to the
treated network and makes extensive
use of the collision analysis as well
as other factors. Impact has been
considered in terms of financial impact
largely based on insurance claim data,
(which recognises that more serious
injuries would have a greater financial
impact), reputation, and stakeholder
and customer impacts.
Authorities undertaking a risk-based
approach are more able to justify their
standards and arrangements which
will be heavily tested during a period

of sustained severe weather. These
principles are also transferable to other
severe weather situations commonly
faced these days and assist the civil
contingency role for each organisation.
A more detailed presentation on this
section of the handbook is available on
the members area of the IHE website
www.theihe.org.
IHE operate a professional certificate in
winter services for decision makers and
managers developed in association with
the National Winter Services Research
Group (NWSRG) and run training
courses leading to the qualification.
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Communication is key

TABLE 1: Communication timing

TABLE 2: Communication channels

PRE-WINTER

IN HOUSE COMMUNICATION

Press releases

Could have limited shelf life and needs
regular review. Timing of publication
has to be relevant. Avoid too much
self-promotion but clearly set out
service limitation.

Press articles
Leaflets
Websites

Examining the role
of communications

Local radio interviews regarding
preparation
DURING EMERGENCIES
Press releases
Radio and TV interviews

It is important to understand why
we need to communicate in this
area. Firstly, the Code of Practice
‘Well-Maintained Highways’ says
we should do so (Section 13.13)
to ensure that an understanding
is relayed of our winter plans and
we explain what we can and, as
importantly, cannot do.

Social media – two way interaction

Secondly we can indicate what
areas are to be treated or cleared
and when this will be done, and to
offer advice on the safe use of the
highway network.

Live web pages

Thirdly it allows us to provide timely
advice on the condition and use of
the network, give the public a level
of reassurance and demonstrate that
best value is being delivered.
Having determined that we should
communicate it is important to ensure
that we do this effectively. Often
we speak in technical jargon, use
abbreviations, too many statistics
and often provide information that is
irrelevant to the intended audience. It is
therefore important that ‘plain English’
guidance is used and also that we
respect the intended audience in terms
of ethnicity, mobility or impairment.
The timing of any communication
can have a significant bearing on its

Live web pages – advice, closures of
facilities, status of network
Helplines
DURING WINTER
Press releases
Radio (and possibly TV) interviews
Social media
AFTER WINTER
Review – stakeholder engagement,
public, elected members
Public perception – NHT surveys,
focus group
National reviews
effectiveness and the relevant phrases
can be identified in Table 1.
Looking at some of the opportunities
available it is important to understand
the abilities and limitations of the
communication channels (Table 2).
It is important that communication is
able to get across your key messages
and this cannot be managed when the
operation is in full swing. Ensure that
preparation is given adequate time
and resources and that if you say you
do something you will be challenged
on what you have achieved.

LOCAL RADIO/NEWSPAPER
Important to develop local contacts and
relationships as you need to understand
each other’s needs and demands.
Ensure you know the way they work
e.g. deadlines, programme times and be
aware that airtime and coverage may
well vary if other items are running or
news is ‘quiet’.
Expect around 45 second airtime for
responses but be aware if interviews,
both verbal and written, are to be edited
and go live if possible.
LOCAL TV
Know the key broadcast times, interview
times will be short and video shots are
often required so manage where this
is done.
NATIONAL TV
Be more wary of national coverage – you
may be being used as an example or you
may have major problems. Very short
clips will be used.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Communication via Twitter only allows
for 140 characters and requires regular
monitoring. Do not enter into debate
and deal with facts.
WEBSITES AND ONLINE INFORMATION
Ability to manage all content, needs to
be appropriate, timely and accurate.
COMMUNITY GROUPS, LOCAL
COUNCILS, SPECIAL INTEREST
GROUPS
Develop relationships and contacts and
assist if possible but also encourage
self help.

EYEBROW
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Winter operations
An explanation of some of the operational issues that are necessary to ensure
that winter service delivery meets its requirements and is executed in a safe and
efficient manner
This article will cover four distinct
areas, namely: health and safety,
people, materials and equipment.

Employees undertaking winter
services should be sufficiently
trained and qualified

As with any operational activity there
is a clear duty to undertake suitable
and sufficient risk assessments of the
tasks to be undertaken and to reduce
the risk to an acceptable minimum and
communicate any resultant hazards to
those affected.
The main potential hazards in winter
services delivery that must be
considered and assessed are:
è Weather extremes and their effects
èW
 orking at height – loading
material, washing down vehicles
èH
 azardous materials – de-icers, fuel,
oils, etc
èF
 atigue – working hours, driving in
severe weather
è Manual handling
è Lone working
è Slips
è Vehicle movements in depots
è Crush injuries
è Flying debris.

People
Employers have a duty in common
law to provide a safe environment
and ensure workers are competent.
Particular legislation affecting people
involved in winter services includes the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974,
Provision and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations (PUWER) 1998 and Control
of Substances Hazardous to Health
(COSHH) 2002.
Employees are needed to drive and
operate plant vehicles and other
equipment and need to hold the
appropriate licence for the type of
vehicle they operate. This requires
regular licence checks to be undertaken
and for HGV drivers a Driver Certificate
of Professional Competence (CPC)
to ensure they remain current and
appropriate for the tasks being
undertaken. Drivers and other operators
of plant are included in both Drivers
Hours Regulations and the European
Working Time Directive and particular
attention is required to ensure that
working patterns, rotas, etc, enable
employees to have adequate and
regular rest periods. Fleet managers are
best able to advise and assist to ensure
compliance with these regulations.
Care should be taken in the selection of

Initial training courses are held
throughout the year and full details
can be obtained on the IHE website
www.theihe.org or by contacting IHE
Events, 58, Russell Square, London,
WC1B 4HS. Tel: 020 7436 7487.
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employees undertaking winter services.
They should be sufficiently trained and
qualified, have suitable experience or
given adequate opportunity to develop
their skills. Reliability and availability
are key factors in selecting staff who
should be able to work unsupervised
and be able to make adequate
decisions in the course of their duties.
There are externally verified standards
and qualifications available to ensure
competent individuals operate plant
and equipment, which also need to be
current and appropriate to the tasks
being undertaken.

Materials
The principal material used to prevent
ice from forming is salt. From the days
of only having crude rock salt spread,
new and more modern techniques are
now available. While some authorities
still use mined salt, others have
developed treatments such as prewetted, brine solutions or coated salt
granules in molasses to aid adhesion
on spreading. Each type of treatment
has slightly different advantages
and disadvantages and the choice of
spreading material can be dependent
on the type of network to be treated,
the equipment available and the level of
response necessary. Authorities should
be conversant with Appendix H of the
guidance document ‘Well maintained
highways’, which sets out in detail the
issues relating to the choice of material,
how to correctly store material,
and how to effectively spread both

preventative and post snow/
ice treatments.
Further advice is given on the
use of material at extremely
low temperatures when the
choice of material may not be
as effective.

Equipment
One of the most important
issues in the use of any
equipment is to ensure
that it is correctly used
and calibrated for effective
activity. Appendix H again
gives relevant advice on
methods of calibration, but
the primary reason for this
should be to ensure that
spreaders are delivering a
uniform pattern across the
intended area at the correct
rate with minimum wastage.
The choice of equipment
which is available for winter
services is vast. However
before choosing it is important to
understand the capabilities and
limitations of any item. It may require
specialist operators who will need
extensive training, require specialist
maintenance and parts, and need
to be available for use in limited
situations. The general rule should be
to make the equipment as simple and
straightforward as possible to use.
Choosing multi-purpose vehicles and
plant may also be an option where
conditions of use are less frequent.

In the next article we will consider
issues arising from severe weather
events and look at emergency
arrangements and the use of external
resources and self-help.
IHE in conjunction with the National
Winter Service Research Group
(NWSRG) provide a competency
based assessment and professional
certificate for those carrying out
winter services as decision makers or
operational managers.
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Dealing with severe
winter weather
A look at the principles of effective response and
recovery during severe winter weather
Emergency response and
recovery arrangements should
be flexible and tailored to reflect
circumstances, but will follow
a common set of underpinning
principles. These principles guide
the response and recovery effort at
all levels – from local to national.

è Subsidiarity
	Decisions should be taken at
the lowest appropriate level,
with coordination at the highest
necessary level. Local agencies are
the building blocks of the response
to and recovery from an emergency
of any scale.

There are eight guiding principles:

è

è Anticipation
	Ongoing risk identification
and analysis is essential to the
anticipation and management of the
direct, indirect and interdependent
consequences of emergencies.
è

Preparedness
ll organisations and individuals
A
that might have a role to play in
emergency response and recovery
should be properly prepared and
be clear about their roles and
responsibilities.

Direction
C
larity of purpose comes from
a strategic aim and supporting
objectives that are agreed,
understood and sustained by
all involved. This will enable the
prioritisation and focus of the
response and recovery effort.

è

Information
I
nformation is critical to emergency
response and recovery and the
collation, assessment, verification
and dissemination of information
must be underpinned by appropriate
information management systems.
These systems need to support
single and multi-agency decision
making and the external provision of
information that will allow members
of the public to make informed
decisions to ensure their safety.

è

Integration
E
ffective coordination should be
exercised between and within
organisations and levels (i.e. local
and national) in order to produce a
coherent, integrated effort.

è

Cooperation
lexibility and effectiveness depends
F
on positive engagement and
information sharing between all
agencies and at all levels.

è

Continuity
mergency response and recovery
E
should be grounded in the existing
functions of organisations and
familiar ways of working, albeit on a
larger scale, to a faster tempo and in
more testing circumstances.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

planning. The same disciplines, systems
and processes apply, bringing a
degree of rigour and challenge to the
preparation of plans for winter weather.

Here we consider how highway
authorities should prepare themselves
for those occasions where severe
disruption of their networks is
experienced over several days.
The following three areas are covered:
è Managing snow emergencies and
snow plans
è Resilience planning and critical
infrastructure
è Self-help strategies.
The current code of practice in relation
to severe weather recommends
the following:
Authorities should consider and decide
their standard of winter resilience
and ensure it is part of the overall
organisational resilience planning.
Principally there should be a defined
process for the way trigger points are
invoked to ensure adequate action and
resources are made available at the
correct time.
One of the key issues required
is to ensure that there is a clear
indication of what level of network
they determine to be the minimum
required. Often this network is a subset
of the normal treated network or
strategic network but may be varied to
include key infrastructure, particularly
utility provision. For example water
treatment works or electricity
transmission facilities.

The winter service plan should be
made available to the authority’s
emergency planning departments so
that it can be integrated with other
plans such as business continuity
plans, evacuation plans and rest centre
establishment plans.

Managing snow emergencies
and snow plans
To plan for the ability to manage a snow
emergency authorities should consider
the following:
è How many days of continuous
service delivery will be expected in
such situations?
è Can the authority rely on assistance
from neighbouring authorities
to provide additional resources
when needed?
è Does the authorities’ network have
special local circumstances which
require non-standard responses?
In planning for the minimum network to
be maintained the following should be
considered:
è Sites of key infrastructure,
e.g. utilities

One theme which runs through many of
the other issues with winter services is
to ensure that all arrangements, routes,
networks, etc, are coordinated with
adjacent authorities.

è Remote communities

The code also recommends that
authorities plan for such events
ensuring that they have sufficient
resources i.e. materials, equipment
and labour to deal with a prolonged
disruption to their networks and that
such plans are tested through exercises
where other key players in emergency
planning are involved.

Resilience planning and
critical infrastructure

An important part of resilience planning
is to include a planned escalation
procedure. Engagement with the
authority’s emergency planning
department should be considered.

è Vulnerable people
è Any climatic differences across
network.

Better planning will result in a more
resilient winter service and reduce the
risk in the delivery of the service during
normal and severe winter conditions.
It also has the potential to deliver the
service in a more efficient way. This
includes not only the management of
salt stocks, but other resources such as
fuel, plant and labour.
Winter service should be regarded as
part of the authority’s wider resilience

The first step towards providing a
more resilient service is consideration
of the threats and vulnerabilities of
the service. This can be achieved
through a detailed appraisal of the
current situation based on plausible but
stretching ‘what-if’ scenarios.
By considering these scenarios,
potential areas for improvement in
service resilience can be identified.
These should be assessed, prioritised
and mitigation measures considered.
It is more important when considering
potential mitigation to think laterally,
as this may identify more cost
effective solutions.
Critical infrastructure does not only
include strategic routes but should
include key transport interchanges,
emergency services locations and key
utility infrastructure.

Self-help strategies
Many authorities have provided salt bins
and shovels to parish councils and other
stakeholders in order to help them
keep local areas free of ice and snow.
Ensuring suitable risk assessments and
method statements are in existence will
minimise the risk of accidents occurring.
Local volunteer groups may provide
support to local communities and
the vulnerable for clearing footways.
This needs careful management to
ensure the safety and welfare of all
involved. This is an area that emergency
planning departments are likely to
have experience of, either directly
or through involvement with local
resilience forums.
One means by which authorities can
assist the local community in areas
not on priority routes or at known
trouble spots, including gradients and
sharp bends, is by the provision of
public access salt bins. Where these
are provided authorities should make
arrangements for their replenishment
as necessary and to ensure that they do
not become unsightly or used for the
unauthorised disposal of waste.
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Compliance is paramount in the procurement of road
signage, from bollards and warning signs through to
fixed and portable variable messaging. The Highways
SIB indoor programme is planning a session to help
specifiers fathom the complexities involved.

An estimated £75.6 million was spent on traffic
calming measures in 2014*. On a local authority level,
the average spend increased to £327,0585. That’s a
large-scale investment and not one to be undertaken
without serious consideration and research.

4

3

signage
SOLUTIONS

SAFETY
IN ACTION

While outside in the ‘Signage solutions’
zone there’s the perfect opportunity to test
reflectivity, performance and compliance of
the latest signage in all lighting conditions.

Outside in the Highways SIB ‘Safety in action’
zone you’ll see full-scale working demos in day,
dusk and night conditions, so you can make
truly informed choices for your budget spend.
* figures from Churchill Car Insurance

www.SIB.UK.NET
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Assessing conditions
Examining ice prediction systems and the
monitoring of the data that they produce
Ice prediction systems have been
utilised in the UK by roads and
airports for many decades now.
The basic components of any
ice prediction system are road
weather stations, a data storage
facility (with a backup) and data
display software, usually web or
app based.

These systems can deliver great value
enabling safer roads for the travelling
public, targeted treatments, less salt
usage which brings environmental
benefits and optimum use of money
available for winter service treatments.
They also provide detailed records on
what actions were taken and why a
specific decision was made that can be
used as evidence in any litigation cases.

In the UK considerable use is also made
of road or runway specific forecasts
provided by forecast agencies. Data can
also be exported from these systems into
other ITS systems, VMS signs and to the
public internet. The data is increasingly
being moved throughout these systems
via the Internet, although land line, ADSL
and 3G/GPRS are also used.

The weather stations report a wide
range of observational atmospheric and
road/runway data. The atmospheric
data includes air temperature, dew
point, relative humidity, wind speed and
direction, precipitation and visibility.
The embedded surface sensors report
surface temperature, surface state, a
salt state or depression of freezing

point indicating the amount of salt
on the surface, plus some report
temperatures below the road surface.
Non-invasive or remote sensors
that sit above the road surface are
now available that report surface
temperature, surface state, ice, snow
and water film thickness and the
coefficient of friction of the road
surface based on the amount of water,
ice or snow on it. These non-invasive
sensors can be mounted onto a vehicle
to provide mobile readings throughout
the network. Cameras are becoming
increasingly popular as well to provide a
visual confirmation of data reported by
the sensors.
You need to take into account that fixed
weather stations are giving you

Ice Prediction Systems
Weather Stations

Weather Stations

Web Server

Data Centre
Forecast Agencies

End User
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information from certain locations on
your network. So where available utilise
any readings from mobile sensors in
addition to other additional sources
of information about conditions out
on your network. These can include
gritter drivers, patrols and scouts, bus
companies, the police, social media
channels and the public.

Finding the right location
When locating a fixed forecast weather
station you need to consider three
main factors:
èH
 ave you got one in each climatic
domain?
è Is the location representative of the
surrounding network?
è Is the location suitable for
forecasting?
There is a temptation to locate weather
stations in the coldest spots. However
there is a danger this will provide you
with an overly pessimistic view of
your network every night which can
result in over treatment. Conversely, if
weather stations are placed on warmer
sections of the network, there is the
possibility of an overly optimistic view
of conditions resulting in potential
under treatment. Best practice is to
locate forecast stations on sections
which are representative of the average
temperatures for the climatic domain,
with monitoring stations located in cold
spots if you want to see the worst case
scenario. Thermal mapping can help

IHE operate a professional certificate
in winter services for decision
makers and managers developed
in association with the National
Winter Services Research Group
(NWSRG) and run training courses
leading to the qualification. For full
details of upcoming courses please
contact IHE on at Russell Square
London WC1B 4HS or by emailing
events@theihe.org or call Cherrie on
0203 0732633.

www.theihe.org
when locating stations as it identifies
thermally consistent areas within a
domain for forecasting purposes and
can also identify the coldest spots
accurately within a domain.
For a station to be suitable for
forecasting it needs to be very well
exposed and away from road junctions,
obstructions and shading from trees.
The road surface also needs to be
in a good condition with no water
pooling. The availability of power and
communications, plus easy vehicular
access to it for maintenance/repair
needs to be considered.
Weather stations should be calibrated
and maintained regularly. Whilst the
accuracy and reliability of weather
stations is continually improving,
they have to operate in very harsh
conditions. So if preventative
maintenance and calibrations are not
performed on a regular basis then there
is a large risk that the data you receive
may not be completely accurate. As
our climate has a high proportion of
marginal nights where a one degree
difference on the surface could make
the difference between treating or not,
inaccurate sensor readings, especially

when you are verifying any forecast
information, will lead to bad decisions.
You should also have in place an
agreement with a weather station
maintenance provider to repair any
parts of the weather station as quickly
as possible if they should fail, to ensure
a continuous flow of data.
When analysing and monitoring the
data it is important to focus on data
that is relevant for the specific weather
conditions you are experiencing. The
data display software can display a
lot of data in several different formats
and your software supplier can provide
training on its use and operation.
It is good practice to configure the
software that best fits around your
operational practices, noting that this
may need to change on certain nights.
You should not overload yourself with
too much information that could lead
to analysis paralysis, however you need
to make sure that you are looking at
the relevant information for the specific
hazard for that night. So for example
if the main hazard is snow and the
timing of it is crucial, then readings
from the precipitation sensors, cameras,
surface state plus radar information
becomes critical to help you monitor
the situation. Alternatively if the hazard
is frost then surface temperatures,
surface states and dew points are more
important. Try not to get into the habit
of just looking at the same information
each night.
Wherever possible the observational
data should be monitored at all times.
The data display software makes it
possible to compare any site specific
forecasts against actual readings. So
any deviations from forecast can be
analysed and the relevant actions taken
in sufficient time. If any deviations are
causing you concern then you should
speak to your forecast provider as soon
as possible who can advise you on the
latest situation.

EYEBROW
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Winter Service Guidance
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Appendix H has given you the guidance
- now here’s three easy ways to apply it.
1. Reduction in spread rates - Treated salt
Safecote treated salt is seen as the 'best
imaginable' in Appendix H, allowing you to
achieve lower spread rates than any other deicing technique. Typical salt savings are
between 30 - 50% compared to traditional
methods. In addition, greater residual value
offers increased security for longer periods
after treatment.

2. Plough to black - GK5 Plough Blade
The GK5 snowplough blade offers you the
ability to put the plough on to the road surface
and remove all the snow and ice off the
carriageway. It will not remove cats eyes and
can accommodate speed ramps. It has a life
that is up to 20 times greater than standard
rubber blades.

3. Dealing with extreme conditions - Supamix
Supamix de-icing & anti-icing liquid is
specifically designed to tackle the harshest of
winter storms. Offering exceptional
performance at temperatures as low as -20° C,
it works immediately on application and offers
increased efficacy compared to alternatives.

For more information or advice on how to apply or understand Appendix H, please contact us:

0870 850 8987
or email; info@safecote.com
Safecote Ltd, Winnington Hall, Winnington, Northwich, Cheshire, CW8 4DU

> Reduced spread rates
compared to all other
salting methods
> Increased retention on
the carriageway
> Improved network
resilience

> Ability to 'plough to
black'
> No removal of cats
eyes
> Less salt needed as all
snow & ice removed
from the carriageway

> Works in extreme
conditions
> Breaks up compacted
ice & snow
> Lower application rates
than other alternative
de-icer's
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Winter service decision making
The role of decision makers and the impact their choices can make
is examined in detail here
There are over 150 different winter
service organisations in the UK, all
making decisions on whether or
not to treat roads on any winter’s
night. Each of these organisations
could then have several people
making a decision on a specific
geographical region or area. So to
ensure continuity for the travelling
public on the road network, it is
essential that all these decisions
are based on best practice and
make use of all the relevant
information available.
All decision makers should be
suitably trained and experienced and
fully competent to make the winter
service decision across the full range
of conditions that may be met in a
winter season.

Sources of information
to be used
When making a decision there are
two primary information sources
available to you, observational/
historical data from ice prediction
systems and forecast information. In
addition input can also be considered
from patrols, gritter lorry drivers, the
emergency services, the public and any
neighbouring organisations.
Data from ice predication systems
has been covered in a previous ‘How
To’ article. However, to reiterate an
important point, ensure you are
utilising the relevant data for the
predicted hazard. For example if you
are expecting a cold front clearance
followed by snow, then the dew point
which is normally an important factor
on most winter nights, is of little
relevance. Radar and precipitation
information will then be much
more pertinent.
Currently there are three main
forecast providers in the UK market,

all of which will provide you with
specifically tailored forecasts for road
conditions. The different types of
forecast information available includes
site specific forecast graphs for road
and atmospheric parameters at your
weather station locations. You can
also receive text/hazard forecasts that
cover any specified area ranging from
a climatic domain to a county wide
forecast. In addition there are route
based forecasts available and forecast
thermal mapping information showing
you which specific areas of your
network are likely to need attention.
As with monitoring the data, it is
important not to overload yourself
with too much data. All of the forecast
providers offer a telephone consultancy
service, so make use of it if you need
further clarification of the forecast
information you are being given.
Reasons this could happen include
contradictory information between the
different forecast products or a lack
of clarity in the wording of any text
information. If you see the observed
data varying from the forecast you
should also seek advice and clarification
from the forecast provider as soon as
possible. Always ensure you are fully
aware of any triggers for the forecast
provider to issue updated forecasts,
and how the fact that a new forecast is
available will be communicated to you.
The forecast providers encourage you
to let them know of your operational
practices so they can best serve
your needs. So if you need to make a
decision or receive updates by a certain
time then tell them. When it comes to
the forecast tender process ensure that
the specification you use is relevant
for your operational practices. For
example one local authority has asked
their forecast provider to remove the
readiness colours of red, amber and
green to ensure the decision maker just
focuses on the information and is not
influenced by these colours.

DECISION MAKING
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APPENDIX H GUIDANCE
With regards to the decision itself then Appendix H of Well Maintained Highways offers many recommendations. Within your
winter service plan you should have a section on the decision making process and responsibilities which will detail amongst
other things who makes the decision, how it is communicated, how it is monitored together with the guidance you follow on
when to treat, what to treat with and spread rates.
Latest guidance from Appendix H suggests that one degree is the threshold to use on when to treat or not.
So whatever threshold you use, ensure you are clear where you will gain this information from, is it from the site specific
forecasts, the hazard summary/text forecasts or route based forecasting/thermal maps? Have you got the required
information and operational ability to selectively treat routes if some routes are not likely to fall below one degree where
others will?
On any night there are a number of factors that will feed into your decision. These include:
èS
 alt moisture content

è Conditions during and after spreading

è Is the spreader calibrated for salt being used?

è Residual salt levels

èP
 erformance and serviceability of the spreader

è Traffic

èT
 ype of salt

è The type of surfacing

èR
 oad forecast

è Nature of the local road network.

The decision making guidance in Appendix H explains how these factors are to be incorporated. The guidance splits each
night into three possible scenarios:

Precautionary treatments

Extreme cold

Snow, ice and freezing rain

There are three things to first calculate so
you can come up with a recommended
spread rate for precautionary runs.

If the road temperatures
at the time of spreading
will be below five degrees
in low humidity (below 80
per cent) or seven degrees
in normal winter humidity
(above 80 per cent) then salt
becomes much less effective
and is therefore required
in often uneconomical and
impractical doses. This is
then classed as an extreme
cold night and different
flow charts/look up tables
are recommended in
Appendix H to determine the
spread rate.

The third type of scenario is a forecast of
snow, ice or freezing rain.

These are:

 Salt distribution (good, fair or poor)
 Traffic levels at time of spreading
(heavy or medium/low)

 Salt loss after spreading
(high or normal).

To calculate these you use factors that
change each night such as road surface
wetness at time of spreading and wind
speed. You also incorporate factors that
you can control and are calculated in
advance of the decision being made. These
include the performance and serviceability
of the spreader, the salt moisture content
and the spreader calibration.
Once you have worked out the distribution,
traffic and loss you refer to the relevant
treatment matrix depending on the type
of salt you are using (dry, treated or
pre-wetted salt), cross reference against
the forecast minimum temperature and
you will get the recommended spread
rate. As a lot of the factors involved in
the decision are predetermined, many
authorities are simplifying the options
available to the decision maker by
extracting the relevant information from
the specific treatment matrix that is
relevant to them.
In a precautionary salting scenario you
need to get the salt down in enough time
for it to start working before the hazard
forms. You also need to be aware of
precipitation which could dilute any salt
on the road surface, both in advance and
during the period covered by the hazard.

The look up tables are based
on the spreading capability
(good, fair or poor), with
the different spread rates
recommended dependent on
the chemical used and the
minimum temperatures.
In these situations if using
salt, spreading should be
performed at least two
hours before the five or
seven degree threshold
is reached so the salt can
go into solution. Salt will
continue to be effective
down to around minus 15,
but it needs to be in solution
well before that to have any
effect. If spreading cannot
be completed in the relevant
time frames or in conditions
where dissolution will occur
then alternative de-icers
should be considered.

Appendix H recommends that you classify
the type of snow (which should be given
by your forecast provider) and then use
the forecast snow depth to work out if
the snow will be light or moderate/heavy.
This is important as there will be different
liquid water equivalents, i.e. the amount
of water that will dilute the salt solution,
depending on the snow depth and type.
One centimetre of wet snow will contain
more water than 1cm of dry snow.
Then for the precautionary treatment
ahead of snow you cross reference
the predicted amount of snow (light
or moderate/heavy) with the traffic
amounts (heavy or light/medium) to
work out the spread rates.
Appendix H then contains
recommendations on how to treat during
snowfall, which is dependent on the
amount of ice, compacted snow or slush
on the carriageway.
In a snow situation ploughing is the only
effective way to deal with anything other
than light snow removal. Also where ever
possible treatments should be made
before the onset of snow or freezing rain
to provide a debonding layer which will
help the traffic break up and disperse the
snow. It must be noted though that with
freezing rain the liquid brine layer may
well freeze on top of the salt.
In a snow situation particular notice
should be paid to the traffic levels. As
whilst it can aid in activating the salt and
melting/dispersing the snow, it can also
compact existing layers making them
harder to remove.
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Residual salt

Record keeping

When making your decision the amount of residual salt
on your network can be taken into account. However,
care must be taken as the readings from embedded road
sensors are only giving you a limited snapshot of what is
happening across your road network. They also need to
be backed up by visual evidence. Be aware of any recent
precipitation and associated pooling or running water on
the road surface as it may well have removed any residual
salt. And if you have only treated recently with low spread
rates then residual salt levels are not likely to provide
sufficient protection.

To assist in any potential future legislation, it is vitally
important you keep records of all the decisions made
together with the justification. In the UK conditions can
often change and a decision made in the afternoon may
possibly not look to be the best one in hindsight the
morning after if the weather conditions have changed.
However, all you can do is make the best decision at the
time using all the relevant information available. So this
needs to be documented.

WEATHER FORECASTING

www.theihe.org

Forecasting and
understanding
the weather
The subject of managing winter weather explored
How weather affects
highways and the
importance of
understanding forecasts
Put simply – understanding weather
could save you a lot of cash. In early
November, persistent widespread fog
covered much of the UK and Europe,
significantly affecting transport –
especially aviation and highways.
Many travellers were forced to plan
“on the hoof”; delaying or cancelling
journeys, or conversely starting
earlier to allow for much longer
journey times.
Cancelled journeys may lead to
financial losses and stress due to
lost opportunities, deadlines missed,
absence of skilled personnel, staff
over-stretch for those who made it
into work, etc. But who can control
the weather?
If you knew in advance that the fog
was coming – and would persist
for several days – you might be
able to bring forward meetings,
reschedule journeys, book essential
staff into nearby hotels, or allow
staff to work from home, all of
which could maintain productivity
and profitability.

How a forecast is put together
Weather forecasting is often derided,
especially in the popular press,
as unreliable and untrustworthy.
Although perhaps true in the past,
with every year that passes weather
forecasting improves. Either the
ability to forecast more accurately
for a specific area gets better, or
the number of days ahead that the
forecast can be made for – the “lead
time” – improves. This is largely
due to improvements in weather
observing, providing forecasters
with more data and subsequently
much better understanding of
weather processes.
No forecast can be made without
first having an observation of
the current situation. Once those
observations are available they need
to be quality controlled and then
fed into the supercomputers that
form the heart of numerical weather
prediction (NWP) systems. Here
too vast improvements have been
made in recent years, as the power of
computers has increased, so to has
the scale and frequency of forecasts.
Today, forecasts are measured in
metres and kilometres, instead of the
tens and hundreds of kilometres of a
decade ago. Forecasts that used to
be available every six hours are now
produced every three hours, allowing
more frequent updates and better
informing forecast confidence.
NWP is the mainstay of weather
prediction, and is sophisticated

enough to produce “precipitation-type”
forecasts, that calculate if it will be
freezing rain rather than sleet or snow
that will be falling. Human forecasters
still have a vital role though. Humans
can see patterns and shapes in
satellite images that might signal the
development of severe weather. By
recognising these patterns in advance,
advice and warnings about the severe
weather can be issued at longer lead
times.
Also, human forecasters understand
the impact of weather on industry
or on the individual. Fog is a real
hazard to the aviation industry when
visibility falls to a kilometre or less.
For vehicles on a highway, the impact
is greatest when visibility falls to 200
metres. Forecasters often highlight the
impact in advance “Fog is expected to
become widespread across the region
overnight, leading to difficult driving
conditions for the morning rush hour”
and careful use of warnings can help
save lives while allowing forecast
recipients to consider their response
to the conditions.
It is important that forecasts and
warnings use language that is
appropriate and understandable.
Someone who doesn’t know the
difference between “clear intervals”
and “clear spells” (intervals last for
less than one hour and ‘spells’ last for
one to two hours), may make a costly
wrong decision in treating to prevent
overnight hoar frost.
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Confidence in forecasts

Monitoring the forecast

Getting help

“Classic” weather forecasts – where
the numbers given are taken as
the best forecast available – “The
front will bring 4mm of rain.”, are
“deterministic”. What if there were
alternatives though? For example, a
stalled weather front may bring more
than 4mm of rain.

Forecasts have improved, but it
is still wise to keep a weather eye
open. Radar data is widely available
online. The data is often delayed for
commercial reasons, but forecast
providers will often make it available
in near real-time, and combine it with
NWP to give estimates of whether
the precipitation might develop or
decay and its speed and direction
of movement.

You have a weather forecast, you’re
monitoring via radar, satellites,
road sensors and reports from staff
around the region. What more could
you want? How about help with
checking that your interpretation
of the situation is correct, or more
reassurance that what has been
predicted is still what is expected
(e.g. are timings still ok?).

Nowadays, it is possible to run a
forecast (a) where the front moves
as expected, another (b) where it
moves slower and yet another (c)
where it moves faster. By making
a small initial change to the speed
of the front, alternative possibilities
are opened up. If we run our three
forecasts and the results are 7mm
for a stalled front, 4mm at expected
speed and 2mm if fast, we are then
better able to answer the question
“Will we get 15mm of rain?” The
probability, based on our results, is
that it’s very unlikely.
These “probabilistic” forecast methods
give us both a measure of confidence
in the answers and information on
expected extremes; the rainfall may
be as little as 2mm or as much as
7mm. It is still possible that some
other factor might push the total
above 7mm, but that probability is
low.
They also allow the user to set
thresholds for decisions. If the
probability of temperatures falling
below freezing is 20 per cent, then
the user may take no action but if
the probability is 80 per cent then
action might be mandated. The
thresholds are set by the user, not by
the forecast provider.

Some skill is needed to accurately
interpret radar images; as they might
underestimate the rain or snowfall
because the beam may “overshoot”
low cloud or be blocked by hills. Or it
may overestimate, by detecting rain
falling from high-level clouds; rain
which often evaporates on the way
down and never reaches the ground.
UK radars are land based, so can’t
“see” very far offshore. They won’t
realise that Arctic air is streaming
towards us, bringing lots of wintry
showers, with potential for some
serious snow accumulations. That is
where weather satellites come in.
There are two main types of weather
satellite. “Geostationary” satellites
stationed above the equator rotate
at the same speed as the earth and
so give a continuous picture of the
weather beneath them. They are
super for measuring the speed of
big systems like weather fronts,
hurricanes, etc. “Polar-orbiting”
satellites fly lower down, giving
higher resolution images that allow
forecasters to see much greater
detail – especially important for
the UK.

Unless you are a qualified
meteorologist, the best place to seek
help is from your forecast provider.
Their job is to monitor the overall
weather situation. They will have far
more weather observations coming
in than you, plus they may be able
to call on additional resources
(e.g. cloud top temperatures) or
updated NWP data, that can be
used to improve the confidence in
the forecast.
Operational staff are sometimes
put off asking questions about the
weather. They are concerned that
the answer might be too detailed
or technical, or that their own
lack of weather knowledge will
prove embarrassing. Forecasters
will try to use “appropriate and
understandable” language, but
you have to help too. If you don’t
understand what “scattered
showers” means, ask. Or better still,
enrol on an IHE training course!

Weather charts are available from
many sources. Understanding these
charts can help with forward planning
and resource allocation.
These two charts would give significant
differences in weather
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BRINGING YOU THE ‘INSIDE–OUT’
OF THE HIGHWAYS MAINTENANCE
AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT WORLD

To ‘mark or not to mark’? That has been the
contentious question very much in the limelight
recently. At this year’s Highways SIB event, plans are
currently underway that could aim to answer this
question once and for all…

SIX OUTSIDE DEMONSTRATION ZONES
PLUS AN ‘INTEGRATED’ INDOOR
EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE

There are over 5.5 million street lights in the UK, and
the average cost of operating one light is estimated
at £40-£80 each year. Well maintained road lighting
can make the night time environment a safer place, as
well as encourage regeneration and investment.
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MAKING
OUR MARK

LIGHTING
THE WAY

In the ‘Making our mark’ zone you’ll be able to
assess the reflectivity and suitability of a variety
of road markings and equipment including the
latest automated road stud technology.

The Highways SIB ‘Lighting the way’ zone is the
perfect location to check out the effectiveness
of lighting solutions including the latest LED
lamps, solar lighting and more.

www.SIB.UK.NET

SUPPORTED BY

Looking after your
roads this winter
We work across the country to keep Britain’s road network open during
the winter. Our extensive knowledge and contracting operations deliver a
complete winter service for the public and private sectors.
We continue to invest, ensuring that our winter fleet and equipment meet
winter conditions and our operatives are the best.
Working with key stakeholders, our experienced team can provide the winter
decision making service ensuring a seamless delivery and increased efficiencies.

For more information contact Ringway: Albion House, Springfield Road, Horsham, West Sussex RH12 2RW
Tel: 01403 215800 | Email: info@ringway.co.uk | www.ringway.co.uk

